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With the introduction of Cycle 9 (February 21, 2020), the New York City Façade Inspection and Safety Program 
(§103-04 “Periodic Inspection of Exterior Walls and Appurtenances of Buildings”) has been amended to 
require a more comprehensive examination of façade conditions.  Understanding the scope of these changes 
is essential for proper and cost-effective compliance.  This paper seeks to provide an overview of the changes, 
and the ways in which CANY is prepared to assist our Clients in addressing these new requirements efficiently, 
without unnecessary expense.
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Introduced as Local Law 10/80 and revised to Local Law 11/98, NYC’s Facade Inspection & Safety Program (1-RCNY 
103-04) has become a familiar part of a building’s lifecycle; any structure higher than six stories (as defined by the 
NYC building code) must have all its exterior walls and appurtenances inspected every five years and a technical 
façade report electronically filed with the Department of Buildings through DOB Now: Safety.

Drawing upon the evolving pattern of façade issues and failures and with public safety as top priority, the DOB has 
refocused inspection and reporting requirements, mandating more experienced inspectors, increased planning, 
additional hands-on assessment and (in some cases) façade probes.

Rule changes can be summarized under three categories: 

Inspections must be conducted under the direction of a Qualified Exterior Wall Inspector (QEWI), who now needs 
seven years of relevant experience to qualify.  Supplemental Inspectors, depending on their educational background, 
now need to demonstrate three-to-five years of relevant experience.

These increased requirements, while ensuring a proper standard of care, effectively limit the pool of design 
professional and technicians qualified to perform this work.  With multiple certified QEWIs and a wealth of qualified 
technical staff, CANY’s highly experienced team is ready to plan and perform the inspections required at any FISP 
property.

Experience

The amended FISP Rules mandate additional documentation and increase the requirements for hands-on inspection.  
The scope has been expanded in critical areas, notably:

• Physical examination via scaffold or other observation platform is now required every 60’0” at all facades along a 
public right-of-way (street, avenue, plaza, green space, etc.)

Planning & Execution
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A targeted and efficient approach to these changes in FISP requirements will depend upon review of previous repair 
campaigns, proper initial assessment of the building enclosure, deliberate planning of the inspection scope and the 
methods of access, and informed coordination of any required probe work and/or non-destructive testing.

Ownership Impact

Length of Facade Elevation Fronting Public Right of Way (L) Minimum # of Physical Examinations

L < 60’-0” 1

60’-0” ≤ 120’-0” 2

120’-0” ≤ 180’-0” 3

180’-0” ≤ 240’-0” 4

240’-0” ≤ 3000’-0” 5

300’-0” ≤ 360’-0” 6

For every additional 60’-0” of length of facade, one additional close-up inspection is required.

• Increased levels of inspection are stipulated for cavity wall façades, including verification of wall tie and shelf 
angle frequency and condition. A program of non-destructive evaluation and investigative probes is specified.

• The FISP Report must now include key elevations, plans, and locator drawings documenting all SWARMP and 
UNSAFE conditions.

• Balcony and terrace enclosures including greenhouse and solarium structures have been added to the list of 
exterior appurtenances.

• Façade elements repaired in the previous cycle that need further or repeated repair at the time of the current 
cycle must be reported as unsafe.

The amended rule includes increased penalties for failure-to-file and late filing. In addition, fines are imposed for the 
continued presence of a protective sidewalk shed. (For example, a 100 linear foot sidewalk shed in year-five would 
accrue an annual penalty of $60,000.00.) Perhaps of greater impact, under the amended Rule a conditions certificate 
issued by the DOB must be posted in the lobby or vestibule of the building. In a manner similar to a restaurant grade 
imposed by the NYC Health Department, the certificate will indicate the most current condition of the building’s façade 
filing (Safe, SWARMP, or Unsafe).  Achieving a Safe building enclosure may become elemental in attracting and retaining 
owners and tenants.

Base Penalty Plus

Year 1 $1000/month NA

Year 1 $1000/month $10/linear foot (1.f.) of shed/month

Year 1 $1000/month $20/1.f. shed/month

Year 1 $1000/month $30/1.f. shed/month

Year 1 $1000/month $40/1.f. shed/month
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How Can CANY Help?

At CANY, we have a strong track record of operating to high standards. We also understand the needs of our clients. 
REIT or condo board, private or institutional owner, we can help you effectively navigate the requirements of the 
Façade Inspection and Safety Program. We understand the balance between the ideal and pragmatic; we develop 
sound strategies and create tailored solutions for building enclosure repair and maintenance.

CANY also has an ideal approach to the increase in FISP inspection requirements. CANY pioneered façade inspection 
via Industrial Rope Access (IRA) in New York City, and for 25 years our certified technicians (including company 
principals) have performed inspection suspended from primary and safety lines rigged by an independent master rigger. 
IRA affords us access to all parts of any building enclosure, without the limitations or expense of suspended / supported 
scaffold or man-lift. In a single day, members of CANY’s IRA team can perform multiple inspections drops, fully satisfying 
the new FISP requirements at a fraction the cost of suspended scaffolding. Less costly, faster, safer and with minimal 
impact, IRA provides comprehensive access allowing full documentation and analysis of building enclosure conditions. 
IRA also allows for non-destructive testing, borescope inspection, probes and selective removal of hazardous 
conditions.

Key Definitions

Based on the conditions noted during the inspection, the QEWI will assign the following categories:

• SAFE:  No problems and in fair condition and will remain SAFE for the duration of the sub-cycle

• Safe With a Repair and Maintenance Program (SWARMP):  Safe, but requires repair/maintenance prior to the 
close of the sub-cycle and no Unsafe conditions are expected to occur with the duration of the sub-cycle

• UNSAFE: One or more poor conditions/defects that pose a threat to public safety. Conditions may be 
considered imminently unsafe (requiring immediate correction and/or public protection) and/or are conditions 
which are predicted to fail wwithin 12 months of the inspection.

As noted, FISP Cycle 9 amendments require reporting of underlying conditions and prohibit further or repeated 
repair of façade elements repaired in previous cycles. Given these changes and ever-increasing DOB scrutiny, 
applying “band aids” to the façade will no longer constitute an acceptable, safe or fiscally responsible strategy. 
Avoiding repeated disruption, expenditure and liability by implementing long term, holistic plans for façade inspection, 
repair and maintenance is clearly the smart choice.



When Are The deadlines?

The next FISP inspection Cycle 9, commences on February 21, 2020, and will run through February 21, 2024 and is 
organized into three sub-cycles:

• Sub-cycle 9A - Buildings with Block Numbers ending in 4, 5, 6 or 9
• 24 month filing window from 2/21/20 – 2/21/22

• Sub-cycle 9B - Buildings with Block Numbers ending in 0, 7, 8
• 24 month filing window from 2/21/21– 2/21/23

• Sub-cycle 9C - Buildings with Block Numbers ending in 1, 2 or 3
• 24 month filing window from 2/21/22 – 2/21/24
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Façade Inspection Safety Program (FISP) - CYCLE 9
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 28.302 (Formerly Local Law 11/98)
2020 - 2025

FISP CYCLE 9 Five Year Cycle Period

SUB-CYCLE 9A
BLOCKS 4, 5, 6, 9

SUB-CYCLE 9B
BLOCKS 0, 7, 8

SUB-CYCLE 9C
BLOCKS 1, 2, 3

02/21/2020 02/21/2025

02/21/2020 02/21/2021 02/21/2022

02/21/2022 02/21/2023 02/21/2024

Sub-Cycle 
Opens

for Filing

Sub-Cycle 
Deadline:

NOTE: Block # in SUB-CYCLE 
Last Digit of the Block Number of 
the Building

Filing Period SUB-CYCLE B

Filing Period SUB-CYCLE A

Filing Period SUB-CYCLE C
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